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Motivation: reduction of beam induced heating of vacuum chamber interconnects in the LHC and Future Circular Colliders (FCC)
Large circular particle accelerators as the LHC require flexible beam pipe interconnects.
In order to guide the wall current which has a spectrum from DC to several GHz, RF
fingers bridge the gap between two beam pipes which might be of different shape or
cross-section. However, the large RF current induced by the beam can lead to melting
of the RF fingers (see X-ray image).
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LHC beam pipe interconnect with RF fingers [1] X-ray image [1]

CAD model [1]

In order to characterize the image current and its spectrum, the beam coupling impedance needs to be computed. Structures as the RF-fingers can be modeled best with
an unstructured mesh and simulated by the Finite Element Method (FEM) in the frequency domain. The goal of this project is to develop such a code in 3D, that determines
the beam coupling impedance and thus the heat power deposited in the finger structure.

Opportunities
The project is outlined to work in an international environment, in close collaboration with our colleagues from CERN, which includes project meetings and conference
contributions. Moreover, the results of this project are supposed to contribute to the
Future Circular Collider (FCC) design study, which aims for a post-LHC collider. The
FCC design study will significantly contribute to the european particle physics strategy
update in 2018.

Prerequisites
Basic knowledge in accelerator physics. Knowledge in electrodynamics and numerical
methods for Maxwell’s equations. Interest in FEM and programming.
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